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SUBJECT: Final Letter Report - Evaluation of the Tunnel Explorer Locator
and Communicator System (TELACS) (ACG-7/69I)

OCommanding General
United States Arqr, Vietnam

C APO 96375

1. REFERENCES

S a. Message, AVHGC-DST, USABV, 2 Dec 68, subject: Tunnel Explorer
,0Locator and Communicator System, USALWL Task No. 02-8-68.

b. Letter, CRDLWL-9C, USALI%, 17 Oct 68, subject: Shipment of USALWL
Developed Equipment, Tunnel Explorer Locator and Communicator, LWL Task
No. 02-P-68.

2. PURPOSE

To determine the suitability of the Tunnel Explorer Locator and Com-
municator System (TELACS) for use in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) and, if
appropriate, determine a basis of issue.

3. OBJECTIVES

a. Objective 1. Determine if a USARV requirement exists for TELACS.

b. Objective 2. Determine the suitability of TELACS for us" in RVN.

c. Objective 3. Determine if TELACS should be made a component of
the Tunnel Exploration Kit.

4. BACKGROUND

The extensive construction and use of tunnels by the enemy in HVN
created a need to explore, neutralize, and, in some cases, destroy tunnel
complexes. Many of these tunnel complexes are multi-level networks with

concealed trap doors, dead ends, false walls, and other devices to inhibit
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exploration and neutralization. The development by US forces of tunnel rat
teams, specially trained and motivated to operate in tunnels, created a
need for communication between these teams and the men on the surface. A
tunnel rat team usually consists of two men. In coordinating the work of

the team, the surface element needs to know the location of the team, to

know what they are finding, and to be able to send assistance if necessary.
In addition, it is desirable to accurately map the tunnel. The most common

comunication system currently used is the sound-powered telephon-. .e

system has sevpral serious disadvantages. The necessity of dragging the
telephone wire through the tunnel complex limits the mobility of the team.
The estimation of distance and determination of direction involve errors

which make mapping unreliable. Determination of this data is time-consum-

ing and delays the team in its primary search mission. To overcome these

disadvantages, the US Army Limited War Laboratory (USALWL) offered the
TELACS for evaluation. Three TELACS units were made available in RVN in
December 1968.

5. DESCRIPTION

The TELACS is a battery-operated, portable, two-way radio system that

uses electromagnetic induction principle. The system conists of twc iden-
tical units. Each unit consists of a loop antenna and an audio transceiver

with the following characteristics (extracted from ref lb):

Size 2 x 3 x 7 inches
Weight 4 pounds
Range 120 feet
Location accuracy Within 6 inches at 6 feet
Power Internal battery of 5 mercury cells
Battery life 30 hcurs continuous operation

The TELACS provides voice communication bet'.een men in the tunnel and on

the surface. A tonal signal from the tunnel unit enables the man on the

surface to track the man in the tunnel.

6. DISCUSSION

a. General

The three TELACS units were evaluated December 1968 to .arch 1269.

The 1st and 25th Infantry Divisions each received one unit for combat evalu-

ation. The third system was used by the USARV Engineer. Mapping and Intelli-

gence Division for controlled testing. The TELACS were used on approximatelL
12 tunnel explorations. A questionnaire was prepared by ACTIV for use by the
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1st and 25th Infantry Divisions. The USARV Engineers submitted an interim
and final report upon completion of theii controlled test (see Inclosures
1 and 2).

b. Objective 1. Determine if a USAPV Requirement Exists for TELACS

(1) Need for Communication

The evaluation indicated that communication with tunnel rat
teams is essential. The surface party must know what the tunnel rat team
is doing and be able to assist it if nccessary. During the evaluation,
there were instances of enemy troops hiding within the tunnel complex
while it was being explored. In one case, a tunnel rat was killed in a
tunnel by Viet Cong (see Inclosure 1, paragraph ha).

(2) Need for Tracking the Tunnel Rat

The evaluation showed that it is essential to know exactly
where the tunnel rat is located beneath the surface. Mapping difficulties
were confirmed. In one case, the tunnel rat team came to the surface out-
side the perimeter set up by the security forces.

(3) Adequacy of Equipment Presently Used

At present, the tunnel rat team and surface party rely on
sound-powered telephone for communication, and a compass and tape or knot-
ted rope for mapping. The telephone provides reliable communication, how-
ever, the wire inhibits team mobility. The compass and tape add to the
complexity of the team mission. The procedure is time-consuming, requires
special training, and produces marginal results.

c. Objective 2. Determine the Suitability of TELACS for Use in RVN

(1) Communication Capability

The communication capability of TELACS was not adequate. This
was due primarily to short battery life. Although batteries were rated at
30 hours, they became weak after h to 6 hours of continuous use. When the
batteries became weak, transmissions became garbled and unreadable. The
mode (transmit or receive) must be changed manually by a switch on the
transceiver. The tunnel rat must put down his flashlight or weapon to free
one hand to operate this switch. This is not a desirable procedure.

(2) Accuracy in Detection and Tracking

The detection and tracking capability of the TELACS was

3
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acceptable, providing the tunnels and tunnel openings were of sufficient

size to allow its use. Tunnel overburdens ranged in depth up to 12 feet.
Because of the size of the loop antenna, the tunnel rat was frequently
unable to take the TELACS int, many of the tunnel complexes. An intermit-
tent tonal signal was emitted by the TELACS for tracking purnoqps. Many
of the par~icipating opc.rators felt that a continuous tonal signal would

enhance the detection and tracking capability of the system (see Inclosure
1, paragraph 4b).

(3) Ease of Use and Handling

The uni -cd by the tracker presented no problem in ease of

use and handling characteristics. The unit used by the tunnel rat presented
two basic problems. It was difficult to turn the mode selection switch in

the close confines of the tunnel. The sfte of the loop antenna restricted
movement and frequently prevented complete' search of a tunnel complex when

small trap doors were encountered.

(4) Reliability and Maintainability

It was determined that the TELACS was a rugged piece of equip-

ment which would withstand normal use. It was easily maintained. The major

problem was short battery life and the rapid decrease in reliability as
battery power ebbed.

d. Objective 3. Determine if TELACS Should Be Made a Component of the
Tunnel Exploration Kit

The Tunnel Exploration Kit used by field units consisted of a tele-
phone, compass, knotted rope or tape, light, and weapon. The TELACS could
replace the telephone, compass, and rope or tape if the difficulties and

deficiencies described can be eliminated.

7. FINDINGS

a. The TELACS voice communication was unreliable because of short
battery life.

b. The transceiver was difficult to operate because of the requirement

to manually turn the selector switch to the desired mode.

c. The tracking capability was acceptable when the tunnels, tunnel

openings, and interior trap doors were large enough to permit passage of

the device. Tunnel overburdens ranged in depth up to 12 feet.
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d. The size of the antenna made the TELACS too bulky.

8. CONCLUSIONS

a. The concept of the TELACS is valid.

b. In its present configuration and with its present unreliability
the TELACS is not suitable for use in RVN.

9. RECOMENIDATIONS

It is recommended that:

a. The three TEflACS be returned t USALWL.

b. USALWL redesign the TELACS to incorporate the following improvements:

(1) Reduce the size of the antenna to a maximum of 8 inches. The
diameter of the antenna can be larger if the antenna is a flexible con-
figuration.

(2) Improve the performance of the transceiver with the capability
of continuous transmit and receive, without the necessity to manually
operate a selector switch. Possibly redesign the microphone and receiver
system similar to the one shown in Inclosure 1.

(3) Provide a continuous tone for tracking instead of the inter-
mittent sound now used.

(4) Provide the system with a longer, ,ore reliable battery life.

3 Incls EJNER J: FULSANG, JR.
1. Interim Comments from Colonel, FA I
USARV Engineer M&I Division Acting Commander
2. Final Comments on TELACS
from USARV Engineer M&I
Division
3. Distribution List
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DISPOSITIO.4 FORM
(AR 1401-13)

REFERENCE OR OFFiCE SYM~BOL SUBJECT

Interi Comments on Tunnel :'xnlorcr Loca4tor and
ComunicatorT AC)

TO A UTrI'V FROM 1 npgineer DATE 10 January 1 969CMT I

LXG .1; ,iULL 4mwsA4109/A173

1.,'After hiaving: used the I JCdevice f'or aptroximateiy one -ionth, it is felt that
some interim cor-wents on its application ;-re arpropriate.

2. The unit hds been used -.bout 6 or 8 times in the field, linder tactical conditions.
ost of the tunnels were in a clay-sand type soil, zanti were fairly shallow in de~th

about 3-o feet).

3. T'unnel rats have been trackel suiccessfully ea~ch tine the laiit was used. i'he
"tone transmit" mkode emnitted clear sharp sifmals and only little difficulty was ex~er-
jenced during tracking operations in locatinp the tunnel rat rapidly.

4. Lather lennthy discussions were heldI with ':r Olon, iLJL, during his recent visit.
T'he comments in this ;)F are, in places, results of these discissions. -r Oon was not
asked to develop a new unit, blit was asked about feasibility of somTe idleas wh-ich will.
be nresente(' below in this UF.

a. TPhe voice corn.nnications leavl- somethine to be desired. This is the rasult n'
seve-ral rroolen areas found in the T. ',;C device. The la-ck oil continuous voice trains-
--ission and receiving without the use of the rotary switch i-3 consielered z, nocessity.
TPhe tunnel rat goes in the hole carrying a pistol and flashlight (ore in each hard).
fo operate the TI! L.C unit, he must nut down one or the other to turn the rotary switch
on the transceiver. Tlunnel rats are not prone to rutting 6own either their lipht
source or weapon when in a tunnel. A means shoulo be developed so that tie tunnel ra t
can talk and receive without manually orerating switches. Inclosed is a rncomr-ended
rneth'yi of' arranging n nicrophone and earphone system which would leave both hands
free. -'nvisioned is a hat simiular to that worr by d eck crews of a Nav7, aircraft
carrier. The earphones and microphones could 0e sewn in, and connected by sturdy wires
to the !iain transceiver box. iccording to !.r Jlon, this arrangemnent is feas4ible and
91ves the developer a wider latitude wii in which to wo., toward continuous tone/receive
capability, because the nicrophone/soeakter in the systemq now rurecludes the continuous
transmiission/receiver apTplicati-on. This has come to lipht several ti es in the past
month. O)nce while tracking durin;g a tactical operatinn, the tunnel rat's lktteries

started to run down and he coull not be told to stop and return to tie original
entrance, nor c-ould he be tracked nurthcr. He came ur. about hour liter some 200I
meters outside thle trerimeter set up by ,4rT'ored Calalry and Infantr-y iinits. ('bvia-uslV
this presnts an uintenable situiation. Tlhe irost recent possible ar-~lication of contin-
uous telk/receive canability was a case where two tunnel r, ts were on a search fol-
lowing the blood trail of a wounded .0. .,o r-,P-c unit was in :ise at the time. ('ne of
the tunnel rats rounded 1-1 turn in the tunxmel and was shot by a VG'. The other had to
return all the way to the entrance to tell wh 't happened. Ida unit been in use with
continuous talk/receive caoability much faster ranction wo)ulU, nave been rossible. It
took 2- hours to get the dead ma~n out of the tunnel. lad they known the siiruuation o~nd

-where he was exactly, a hole coldd have been dur- 'ver the sot and tlhe tunjiel e-iter -d
there. I estimate about 15-20 mrinutes would k,ve [,pen reoiiire'i to -mt '-ijim -qt. Had

the riwn been wounded, inste-ud of killed, help Nrould hiave b'-en riveui far ttr
Obviously, this wras not the fault of a f 1IAC dlevice, but p,. ints up a (lefinite ,-pli-

Inclosure 1

FORM REPLACE$ DO FORM 96, EXISTING SUPPLIES OF WH4ICH WILL BE

DA, FEB 6229 ISSUED AND USED UNTIL I FEB 63 UNLESS SOONER EXHAUSTED.
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uUdijO 1: Interim Comment, on Turnel 'xrlorer Locator

and Communicator (fLAG)

cation of the device. The ,aterways _xpertmental 'tat on device, althouj-h
unsuccessfcl in its tracking capability, haJ 'utst,.ndir4 voice capability.
Conversation could tnke rlace constantly jetwoen the tracler an.i the tunnel
rat.

b. The continuous "beep-beep" of tie L' device co-ld be rernaceA by
a "tone at null". There are tiqes Vhen traL:i: - through urush that the null
cannot be loczted im'eiite~v due to iifficultv ,) the tracker rettin, into
position. By movina his loop, the tr.ceer couli miss the null between "beeps"
thereby reouirinp him to reestablish Tosition. ;ith a tone at the null,
position is readily apparent. The tr; cker coul d probably be troinen frtter,
because all he wtould have to listen for was a noise, as orposed to a change
in noise.

c. One problem which recently arose is that of t e size of the loor.
Tunnels built for use by VC/NVA are verf small. 'ven a tunnel rat, chosen for
his small stature, is larger than the averave Vietna-ese. T/hen the ThLC unit
is ad'1ed it naturally gives him more bulk. This was broupht to ivht recently
when a tunnel rat had to climb between levels of a tunnel. ?o negotiate the
small hole, he had to take off the loop and tr nsceiver go throuph the hole,
and then have the T6iAC device handed to him cy his ourtner and, with difficulty,
put it on again. 'ith a sraller loop, he minht successfully transit holes of
this nature.

d. Some better way to affix and carry the tranceiver unit should bc de-
veloped. .gain, it must be rene:ibered that toe tunne)s are extrerely cr .:mied
and anything which flaps around is definitely a netri :ent. Incl 2 is a suyvested
method.

5. In the above comnents, little has been said of the tracker. i'tis roblems
are ouite small compared with those of the tunnel rat. If a syste- were de-
veloped where 'he tracker htd to have a ,%ress-to-talk -icro hone and earohones,
so be it. M Olon suggested that an interchangeable device, which couldi be used
above or below ground, is a better situation. This iP true, logisticall.' and
in practice. The only point being, if some technical prnblem arose in any
future changes or development, most of the attention should be directed at 1-ne
tunnel rat's equipment, because he certainly is at A preAter disadvantare tihan
the tracker.

o. Further comments will be ade as te-Iting continues.

FOK Tt- :AqGl4".,A:

2 Inl.
as CjL, U

Ch, 4-1l Div
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DISPOSITIOWd FORM
(AR 340.13)

REFERENCE OR OFFICE S (MIOL SUBJECT

Final Comments ok Tunnel Explorer Locator and
AVHk;NI Communicator (TELAC)

TO ACTIV FROM Ch, M&I Div DATE 12 Mar 69 CMI

i. Referencel DF, 10 January 1969, AVH NMI, Subject: Interim Comments on Tunnel

Explorer Locator and Comunicator (ThLAC).

2. Testing of the TtLAC subsequent to the reference cited above has revealed
nothing worthy of comment beyond that previously submitted.

3. I want to emphasize that the critical shortcoming of the TaLAC remains communi-
cations. It is essential to aintain continuous voice contact with the tunnel rat
without his having to push a button or turn a switch. La the tight space of a tunnel
the turinel rat should not be required to perform any manipulation of the instrumente
he carries because it not only impedes his progress but also endangers his life.

FOR THI* _NGIN&R:

."V.MABERRY
CULD C~e
Ch, N&I Div

Inclosure 2
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